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Mutual distributed ledger timeline

2014 - Regulators – Jersey & Alderney, 
Isle of Man, FATF, ECB, State of New York

1976 - Diffie-Hellman, Merkle, RSA
1990 - Mondex, Digicash, Flooz

1993 - Encrypted Open Books

1995 - Z/Yen Stacks & Sleeves

1996 - Ricardo payment system

1998 - Wei-Dai b-money, Bitgold

1999 - LOCKSS & CLOCKSS

2000 - Gnutella

2004 - Ripple
2007 - Estonia 

2009 - Bitcoin 

2012 - Term ‘blockchain’ used  
2013 - Silk Road, FBI, Alderney coin

2015 – IBM-Samsung, Bank of England 
research agenda, UK budget for 
cryptocurrency standards, Barclays, UBS, 
BNY Mellon, Goldman Sachs, USAA, 
NASDAQ, Honduras land registry, 
Channel Islands Standards for MDLs, Fine 
(sic) Sign of having arrived – Ripple 
$700,000, Sign of the Tines – Bitcoin 
forking hell, Economist Special, FT Special

2016 – UK government, Blythe Masters 
DAH, R3, SafeShare Insurance, XLRAS, 
…



Terminology evolving

− ledger – a record of transactions

− distributed – divided among several or many, in multiple locations

− mutual – shared in common, or owned by a community

− mutual distributed ledger (MDL)  - a  record of transactions shared in 
common and stored in multiple locations

− mutual distributed ledger technology – a technology that provides an 
immutable record of transactions shared in common and stored in 
multiple locations

− blockchain - “a transaction database shared by all nodes participating 
in a system based on the Bitcoin protocol” 



MDLs Are Database Technologies
Centralised Databases Distributed Databases Mutual distributed ledgers

(unpermissioned)
Mutual distributed ledgers

(permissioned)

Storage Single master Multiple copies

Definition of data Multidimensional, typically using some approximation to 
the relational database design of Codd

Specialised single dimensional for e.g. ownership, 
amount

Participation Closed Open. New nodes can be 
freely added. 

New nodes added subject 
to agreement by core 

participants.

Rights e.g. for 
updating of entries

Governed by separate data base management system

Built into the ledger 
protocol.

Configuration file 
determines all node rights 

to decrypt/ update

Validation of data
Uses ‘proof of work’ or 
some weighted voting 

schema such as ‘proof of 
stake’

Typically based on 
confirmation by core 

participants

Reconciliation of data Only necessary when data 
is moved. Iterative,  trading off consistency against availability

Robustness Historically vulnerable to 
server failure

Resilient, continues to 
update even with partial 

node availability
Robustness Historically vulnerable to 

server failure



Why does a central registry exist?
Financial services are based on ‘mistrust’ & leverage

− Validate - Sin of Commission 
– forgery of a transaction

− Safeguard - Sin of Deletion 
– reversal of a transaction

− Preserve - Sin of Omission 
– censorship of a transaction



Reducing natural monopolies

Validate – “a trust model for timestamping”
ü Safeguard – “a set of rules for updating state via blocks”
ü Preserve – “a shared state”
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Central third party transformation

− MDL reduces role of central third parties:
−safeguarding new transactions
−preserving the history of transactions

− Not Bitcoin ‘maximalism’, central third parties needed for:
−confirming existence of the asset (security, money or other asset) to be traded 

and community membership (identity)
−compliance with law and regulations
−guaranteeing rights of those participating in the transaction (community)

− Further institutional arrangements needed for governance, permissioning, 
identification, dispute resolution



Ongoing research

− Usable
− visualisation, apps, XML partial matching engines
− key structures, sprites (smart contracts)

− Mutual - validate
− validation methods – NPL timing project
− ‘genetic splicing’ and integrity

− Distributed - safeguard
− surveillance – support vector machines
− transmitting & receiving, high volumes, multiple transmitters

− Immutable - preserve
− partial data holding, long-term data storage
− standards – inter-governmental research project



Process Change Difficulty
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High costs in global securities markets?

− Estimates, e.g. from Oliver Wyman
−$17bn-$24bn per annum globally just on post trade processing of securities trades
−higher estimates of $40bn-$45bn when including collateral management, custodian 

services
−circa $100bn per year, adding also various reporting, risk-management and 

regulatory functions 
− just securities, also currencies, commodities and derivatives 

− Little information on breakdown of costs
−e.g. how much is reconciliation that could be solved by bilateral data sharing, 

not MDL?



Myths of real-time settlement

− Some prominent supporters of MDL or ‘blockchain in securities 
settlement’ claim this is about making settlement real time.  
They are confused:
−delayed settlement (T+2) is a design choice reflecting deeply embedded practices, 

e.g. access to leverage and liquidity.
−shifts to real-time settlement economise on the commitment of cash and collateral, 

but this benefit is not large, e.g. interest rate benefits of tying up cash or collateral 
overnight or for two days are minor.

− Real-time settlement is perfectly achievable without MDLs - more 
important benefit from applying MDLs in securities settlement is from 
greater certainty of final settlement time



Vision 1: Big bang blockchains?



Vision 1: Big bang blockchains?

− Has occurred in many industries
−media, news, televisual
− travel and hotel reservations
− telecommunications
−music
−retail supply chain …

− FinTech: is finance facing an ‘Uber moment’?

− Cryptocurrency adherents - finance without financial intermediaries



Vision 2: Boring lowly ledgers?



Vision 2: Boring lowly ledgers?

− Institutional landscape remains broadly the same as today (six Cs)
−custodians, central securities depositories, central banks, central counterparties, 

correspondent banks, commercial banks

− Continuing evolution toward automated and standardised processes
−payments and securities processing
− ‘business as usual’ not a transformation  



What’s old? What’s new? 

− Mutual distributed ledgers are not new
− just another database technology
− cryptography makes it easier to manage access and control
− but industry will require integration with existing databases

− What is new is the broader strategic challenge posed by applying information 
technology in financial services
− complete rethinking – over the next five to ten years? – of industry infrastructure and data
− shifting from limited participation with relatively high margins to more competitive and low margin
− an integrated view of transactions and business processes and supporting data on ownership, 

collateral, and risk

− Desired outcome is transformation
− by improving efficiency of intermediation – from global financial markets to microfinance – should 

benefit almost everyone
− intermediaries will still have plenty of profit opportunities



Report conclusions 

− Ambitious claims for mutual distributed ledgers and lots of initiatives 
working on ‘proof of concepts’

− Few easy wins:
−MDLs and associated standardisation of data lowers switching costs and 

potential for exploiting market power
−So there will be resistance from incumbents

− Honouring the full promise of mutual distributed ledgers (and other 
FinTech) for existing infrastructure will not come automatically, 
easily, or cheaply



Download from www.swiftinstitute.org



Closing thoughts



Closing thoughts

− Mutual distributed ledgers help communities share information 
across time and space, less vulnerable to natural monopolies

− Mutual distributed ledgers provide persistent and permanent 
‘contract’ utilities:
−safeguarding transactions
−preserving transactions & data

− Mutual distributed ledger technology will displace much messaging 
and shared data functions

… try one out … www.MetroGnomo.com 



When would we know our commerce is working?

Thank you!

“Get a big picture grip on the details.”
Chao Kli Ning


